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Motivation
● SBLI is a legacy CFD code developed at the 
University of Southampton
● Written in Fortran90, for solving the compressible 
Navier-Stokes equations on block structured grids 
● Fourth order central differencing for spatial 
discretisation 
● Currently capable of running on CPU clusters
● However, the architectures are evolving rapidly. 
Motivation
● Current architectures include, Multi-core CPU's, 
GPU's, XeonPhi cards
● Future architectures: Energy efficient systems from 
ARM and others
● Porting existing SBLI code on these architectures 
requires a complete rewrite and challenging 
● Newer architecture might arrive while we are still 
porting to the current architectures
Ways to future proof codes?
Approach
● Key components of numerical solution are
● Problem description
● Numerical method
● Writing code 
● One way to address future proofing is through 


















framework We use the OPS 
library






● Written in Python and uses SymPy for the 
numerical method
● User specifies 
● Equations in Einstein notation
● Order of accuracy of the spatial scheme 
(central finite differences)
● Time stepping scheme
● Boundary conditions
● Initial conditions


























● The OpenSBLI framework has the following 
additional advantages 
– Flexible choice of equations
– Spatial order can be easily varied
– Models need not require a rewrite for new 
architectures
● For eg, a 50 line high-level problem definition, for 
the 3D compressible N-S equations, results in 20K 
lines of generated code for MPI and CUDA


















Demonstration of solution convergence. Considering up to 
order 12. Image by Jacobs et al. (Submitted): 
http://arxiv.org/abs/1609.01277
Results










● 3D Taylor-Green vortex 
problem
● Up to 1 billion grid 
points





• A new framework for the automated solution of 
finite difference methods on various architectures 
is developed and validated 
• For easy debugging the framework writes the 
computations in Latex
• A 50 line high-level problem definition, for the 
compressible N-S equations, results in 20K lines 
of generated code for MPI and CUDA
• Separation of concerns enables better model 
maintainability, and future proofs the code as 
newer architectures arrive
• New algorithms and numerical methods can be 
readily implemented using the framework
